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About This Game
The end of the world has come and gone, leaving only phantoms where once there was life. Now Schorl, the last surviving
human, and Spinel, the last of the magical saerii, search through the memories of a bygone era, hoping to find a future.
Pale Echoes is an RPG where exploration, collection, and critical thinking are key. Travel between the desolate real world and
the vibrant world of memories, reliving the events of the past and collecting powerful human memories, each with their own
unique skills.
Battle against and purify echoes, powerful phantoms left behind by the deceased, using a unique battle system where every lost
memory you collect is a different character to summon to your aid. Beware, however, as each memory can only act once, and
victory must be attained before your last memory has been used up.
Features:
• Open windows into the past to see the world as it used to be, solving puzzles and collecting memories to use in battle.
• A practical puzzle battle system, where the more memories you collect, the longer you can last in a fight.
• A story of finding hope when all seems lost, and friendship forged in the midst of resentment and despair.
• Uncover 40 different memories to summon into battle, and 30 different hidden lexicons that detail the history and culture of
the world that was lost.
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pale echoes. pale echoes steam. is pale echoes any good
Either pick red or spend hours trying to outmaneuver EVERY SINGLE opponent you meet that's not a brainless jellyfish. Same
goes with the choice between green and getting stuck at every single tunnel mission. If you want to make achievements for
maxing a monocolor sparkle at least don't make it so tedious (because let's face it, having to spend time on something doesn't
necessarily make it hard) 90% of your playerbase ragequits.. Relaxing and free. 7 / 10.. Wow! This is an amazing puzzle
platformer. Not as much of a brain breaker as something like Braid. But a very good game. Tight controls, great puzzles, and a
surprisingly interesting little story too. Highly recommended!. When this game came out there haven't been that many good
shmups on the steam market. But as it is now I simply recommend to save your money for better titles.. Really enjoy flying this
plane. Handles crisply and makes my GA flights "just long enough" so I don't feel like I'm poking around in a super slow
airplane.
There are a lot of nice little details about it, from the 70s decor to the fact that you can open the doors and compartments. It just
helps the whole thing feel all the more real. It's the little things that make it feel so nice, at least to my eyes. In the end, this is
essentially the only GA plane I'll fly on X-Plane now (well, except the Piper Sport, another great aircraft sold by Corenado that
sadly isn't in Steam.)
If you have the money, and you want a high quality GA plane, I'd grab this one :).. I usually don't recommend a game before I
finish it, but Humans Must Answer is an exception. From the very first moments you run this game you can see it's high
production value. In this horizontal shoot-em up, you control a spacecraft equipped with several offensive and defencive
upgradeable systems, fighting your way through various well designed levels. The controls are responsive and sharp with no
momentum (thank god!), the graphics are detailed and colourful and the sound effects are also very good. The difficulty can be
adjusted in the beginning of the game to suit the skill of each player. Highly recommended shmup and a must-have, especially
for the fans of the genre.. I really enjoyed this game! The only "bad" thing is that it's way too short! I would love more
missions.. Enjoyable game for a few hours. You manage a team of gamers, playing mini-games and balancing skills and stats.
Thrown in with some humour and satire and it's a fun little game. Sadly I cannot complete it as the final (I assume final) battle
requires doing dozens of the mini-games in a time limit and sadly I do not possess the full health required to do this (hand
shakes due to injuries and medication yadda yadda, I could do the other ones but this is much harder). So apart from that, it's a
fun game and if you're good at controlling your mouse (unlike me!) then it's worth a few hours.
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Meh, it's "okay" really. It's essentially a slightly worse clone of a bunch of other TDs. Doesn't do anything really new, but it's
playable if you're looking for another TD to play.. A simple, but fun, Tower Assault game. The graphics make it a little difficult
to see the precise details when it comes to range etc. (no grid), but other then that a good little game.. I play a lot of these kind
of games but rarely do I find a glitch. Everything was going great until I had to use the help button and it pointed at a gravestone
but it cannot be touched as there is an idicator arrow that comes up and when it sends you there, that place has nothing using the
help button. I hate wasting my time.. love it, couldn't imagine playing without it!. To be honest, I only bought this for the rolling
stock. However, I find the engine is still good to use.. Titan Souls is a totally distinct game, whether for its aesthetics, its
mechanics or its purpose, but none of it makes it a bad game, quite the opposite. Here we have almost nothing of dialogue or
clear lore, but the grandiosity of the scenarios (which I really liked) makes it clear that there is a lot of story in that world, we
just do not know it. The character is armed only with an arrow (you need to rescue it to shoot again) and the only goal is to kill
the Titans. Each titan is totally different from the others which gives a very different dynamic between each of them. Titan
Souls is the perfect game for those who like difficult games, for those who like simple mechanics and for those who love boss
fight!. Well executed. Not sure I fully understood it but if you like arty stuff then join me in supporting Yo-Yolin and buy it! A
nice feast for the senses :-). A very addictive yet simple fighter. The system isn't perfect and no balance is really set on fighters'
movesets, but still a fun play for not a bad price.
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